IMPROVEMENTS TO INTERSECTIONS

STUDY AREA PLAN - ALT NO.2 - SUNKEN, NEW ALIGNMENT
I-91 VIADUCT STUDY

MAP NO. 2
REGIONAL TRAVEL TIME- SOUTHBOUND

I-91 VIADUCT STUDY
LOCAL TRAVEL TIME - NORTHBOUND
I-91 VIADUCT STUDY
Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Transit Access to Goods and Services (Alternatives 1 and 2)

Primary Study Area Bike/Ped/Transit Improvements

Sources: Transit Stops: PVTA GTFS data. Land use: Municipal GIS data.
Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Transit Access to Goods and Services (Alternative 3)

- PVTA Transit Stops - Mixed-Use
- Alt. 3 Bike/Ped Improvements

Primary Study Area - Commercial

Sources: Transit Stops: PVTA GFS data. Land use: Municipal GIS data.